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Poling temperature variation of optical second-harmonic intensity induced by electrical poling has
been examined for 30ZnO•70TeO2, 5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2, and 10MgO•20ZnO•70TeO2 glasses.
The Maker fringe pattern of these glasses indicates that the orientation of electric dipoles
presumably due to TeO4 trigonal bipyramids and TeO3 trigonal pyramids is not restricted within the
glass surface but extends into the inside of bulk glass. The poling temperature dependence of
second-harmonic intensity manifests a maximum in all the glasses. There exists a tendency that the
poling temperature which corresponds to the maximum of second-harmonic intensity is higher in the
glass with higher glass transition temperature. This fact suggests that the orientation of tellurite
structural units occurs as a result of the structural relaxation of tellurite network at around the glass
transition temperature. ©1996 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~96!00107-3#
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The optical second-harmonic generation in poled ox
glass materials, which was originally discovered for G
doped silica glass fiber1 and electrically poled bulk silica
glass,2 is a very interesting phenomenon, because this p
nomenon clearly indicates that an optical anisotropy is
duced in oxide glass which has been considered to be a
totype of optically isotropic material. As for the secon
harmonic generation induced by electrical poling, mu
attention has been focused on silica and silicate glasses2–11

The authors found that the optical second-harmonic gen
tion also takes place in poled tellurite glasses.12–14One of the
interesting results obtained experimentally for poled tellur
glasses is the relationship between glass structure
second-harmonic intensity. For instance, the seco
harmonic intensity increases monotonically with an increa
in the concentration of ZnO in the binary ZnO–TeO2
system.13 This phenomenon was explained on the basis
the flexibility of glass network structure. The increase in t
concentration of ZnO increases the number of TeO3 trigonal
pyramids and nonbridging oxygen and, consequently,
creases the flexibility of glass network structure. In the gl
where the flexibility of the glass network structure is larg
the orientation of TeO4 trigonal bipyramid and TeO3 trigonal
pyramid, which presumably yield electric dipole momen
because of their structure lacking in the center of symme
can take place more readily. As a result, the second-harm
intensity becomes high in the glass with ZnO-rich compo
tion. Another interesting result for poled tellurite glasses
the fact that the second-harmonic generation is scarcely
served in the tellurite glasses containing cations with la
electron polarizability such as Ba21 ion.13 It was speculated
that the poling process mainly brings about the electron
larization of the cation with large electron polarizability. Th
electron polarization cannot contribute to the freezing of o
entation of electric dipoles after the poling process beca
of its rapid relaxation.

Although the compositional dependence of secon
harmonic intensity and second-order nonlinear coeffici
has been investigated for the poled tellurite glasses, the e
of poling conditions on the second-harmonic generation
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less clear. Such a study is important not only for the eva
ation of the mechanism by which the orientation of electr
dipole moments is attained but also for the determination
the best poling condition to obtain maximum secon
harmonic intensity. The latter is particularly important for th
application of poled glass to a second-order nonlinear opti
device. In the present study, the poling temperature dep
dence of second-harmonic intensity for pole
MgO–ZnO–TeO2 glasses is examined. The choice of th
system comes from the fact that the tellurite network stru
ture of binary MgO–TeO2 glasses is identical to that of
ZnO–TeO2 glasses when the glass compositions are the sa
as each other according to the previous Raman studies.15,16

Glasses were prepared from MgO, ZnO, and TeO2 as
starting materials by using the conventional melt-quenchi
method. The raw materials were mixed thoroughly to ma
prescribed compositions shown in Table I. The mixture w
melted in a platinum crucible at 800–900 °C for 20–40 m
in air. The melt was poured onto a stainless-steel plate a
cooled in air. The as-quenched glass was annealed for 30
at around glass transition temperature determined by me
of differential thermal analysis~DTA!. It was ascertained that
the resultant specimens were amorphous by using x-r
diffraction analysis with CuKa radiation.

Both sides of the glass specimen were polished so t
the thickness of the platelike glass specimen became abo
mm. The glass specimen was put between two commer
glass plates for an optical microscope and contacted ph
cally to electrodes made of stainless steel. Two commerc
glass plates were used to prevent discharge between e
trodes and electrochemical reaction between electrodes
glass surfaces during the poling process.14 After the external
dc electric field of 3 kV was applied, the specimen wa
heated to a chosen temperature in an electric furnace,
kept for 20 min. Then, the specimen was taken out from t
furnace and cooled in air while the applied voltage wa
maintained to be constant. The applied voltage was remo
after the specimen was cooled to the room temperature.

The poled glass specimens thus obtained were subjec
to measurements of second-harmonic intensity by using
/79(7)/3798/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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pulsed Nd:yttrium-aluminum-garnet~YAG! laser with a
pulse width of about 10 ns. The fundamental wave with
wavelength of 1064 nm was used as an incident light. T
beam area was about 1 mm in diameter. The output li
from the specimen was passed through a prism to divide
second-harmonic wave with 532 nm from the fundamen
wave. The second-harmonic wave was detected with
monochromator equipped with a photomultiplier. The situ
tion of polarization wasp excitation andp detection. The
output signal was accumulated by using a boxcar integra
The measurements were carried out at several angles o
cidence from265° to 65°. A schematic illustration of equip
ment for measurements of optical second-harmonic inten
is shown in Fig. 1.

Table I shows the glass composition and glass transi
temperature. The glass transition temperature tends to
crease with a displacement of ZnO by MgO. Figure 2 sho
the Maker fringe pattern17 for 5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2 glass
poled at 320 °C. The fringe pattern is clearly observed. T
fact suggests that the poled region is longer than the cohe
length. It is known that the poled region is restricted to on
the glass surface in the case of poled silica glasses.2–6 In
contrast, the region where the orientation of electric dipo
takes place extends into the inside of bulk glass in the cas
the present poled tellurite glasses.

In Fig. 3 is shown variation of second-harmonic inte
sity with poling temperature for 30ZnO•70TeO2,
5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2, and 10MgO•20ZnO•70TeO2
glasses. The second-harmonic intensity increases, ex
ences a maximum, and decreases with an increase in
poling temperature for all the specimens. A similar pheno
enon was observed in the poling temperature dependenc

TABLE I. Composition and glass transition temperature
MgO–ZnO–TeO2 glasses prepared in the present study.

Glass composition
~mol %!

Glass transition temperature
~°C!

30ZnO•70TeO2 326
5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2 331
10MgO•20ZnO•70TeO2 350

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of equipment for measurements of opt
second-harmonic intensity. The thich and thin lines represent sec
harmonic and fundamental waves, respectively. The notation of sym
indicated in the figure is as follows. ND: ND filter; AP: aperture; PL: p
larizer; IR cut: IR cut filter; and PM: photomultiplier.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 7, 1 April 1996
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second-harmonic intensity for poled silica glass.8 The ap-
pearance of maximum in the poling temperature dependen
of second-harmonic intensity is explainable in terms of th
competition effect between thermal fluctuation and extern
dc electric field. As the poling temperature increases, t
thermal energy becomes large enough to promote the ori
tation of electric dipole moments in the direction of externa
dc electric field; however, when the poling temperature is to
high, the thermal fluctuation overcomes the external dc ele
tric field. Consequently, the poling becomes less effective
the poling temperature increases, leading to the smal
second-harmonic intensity. Thus, the maximum of th
second-harmonic intensity appears in its poling temperatu
dependence.

As seen from Fig. 3 there is a tendency that the polin
temperature corresponding to the maximum of secon
harmonic intensity increases with an increase in the conce

f
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nd-
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FIG. 2. Maker fringe pattern of 5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2 glass poled at
320 °C. The fringe pattern is clearly observed.

FIG. 3. Variation of second-harmonic intensity with poling temperature fo
30ZnO•70TeO2, 5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2, and 10MgO•20ZnO•70TeO2
glasses. The solid curves are to guide the eye.
3799Tanaka et al.
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tration of MgO. This means that the effect of thermal flu
tuation increases in the order of 10MgO•20ZnO•70TeO2,
5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2, and 30ZnO•70TeO2 glasses. The
thermal effect is also evident in the behavior of secon
harmonic intensity at poling temperatures above 300 °C. T
second-harmonic intensity increases in the order
30ZnO•70TeO2, 5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2, and 10MgO
•20ZnO•70TeO2 when the poling temperatures are 300 an
320 °C. This fact clearly indicates that the thermal fluctu
tion is the most efficient in the 30ZnO•70TeO2 glass and the
thermal effect is the least in the 10MgO•20ZnO•70TeO2
glass among the present tellurite glasses. Besides, Fig
shows that the second-harmonic generation is not obser
for the 5MgO•25ZnO•70TeO2 and 10MgO•20ZnO•70TeO2
glasses but takes place for the 30ZnO•70TeO2 glass when the
poling temperature is 260 °C. This fact also suggests that
thermal effect is the most prominent in the 30ZnO•70TeO2
glass. As shown in Table I, the glass transition temperat
increases with an increase in the concentration of Mg
These facts imply that the thermal effect is more outstand
in the glass with lower glass transition temperature. Hence
is considered that the orientation of electric dipoles in t
direction of external electric field, which induces the optic
anisotropy in the glass, takes place as a result of the str
tural relaxation of glass network at around the glass tran
tion temperature. As the present authors argued in previ
articles, the electric dipoles are attributed to TeO4 trigonal
bipyramids and TeO3 trigonal pyramids which are lacking in
the center of symmetry. Therefore, it is thought that the o
entation of these structural units results from the relaxati
of tellurite network structure at around the glass transiti
temperature.

In conclusion, optical second-harmonic generation w
observed in the poled MgO–ZnO–TeO2 glasses. The Maker
fringe pattern indicates that the poled region, where the o
3800 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 7, 1 April 1996
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entation of electric dipoles ascribed to TeO4 trigonal bipyra-
mids and TeO3 trigonal pyramids takes place, is not restricted
to the glass surface but extends over the glass network stru
ture. From the poling temperature dependence of secon
harmonic intensity for the present three kinds of glasses i
the MgO–ZnO–TeO2 system it is proposed that the orienta-
tion of tellurite structural units takes place as a result of th
structural relaxation of the tellurite network at around the
glass transition temperature.
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